Pipeline maintenance, modification, and repair can be costly and time-consuming.

For pipeline personnel who need to modify or repair a pressurized pipeline in a safe, expedient and cost-effective manner, we offer a modern solution that avoids many of the pitfalls of the typical isolation procedures (such as hot tapping and line stopping), or line purging.

PPIG has dedicated the past three years, thousands of R&D man-hours, and an extensive testing regime to develop a high-quality pipeline isolation tool. We call our solution the IsoPig® "Isolation Without Stress."

Unlike purging or blowdown, our service saves the time, cost and headache of evacuating large sections of your line, is environmentally friendly, and requires no heavy equipment at site.

The IsoPig® is leak free, creating a safe work site for your people, protecting the integrity of the environment and your pipeline assets while saving you time and money. “Isolation Without Stress.”
IsoPig® offers many advantages to traditional technology:

01 Remotely controlled

02 Safer for the environment (emissions and excavation footprint)

03 Safer for the people
   No hot work

04 Faster
   (minimal excavating)

05 Leaves pipeline in superior condition compared to traditional land-based methods

For the first time onshore, the IsoPig® presents an opportunity to execute repairs in a safer, more expedient and cost-effective manner. Of course, the IsoPig® tool remains a viable solution for offshore work, especially brown field applications, and is an ideal tool for SCR Flex-joint changeouts and repairs.

Control Module
- Operates the plug
Welcome to the new world of pipeline plugging: taking 20 years of offshore technology and bringing it to the vast realm of land-based pipelines - the IsoPig®
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AT PPIG, WE CELEBRATE OUR COMPANY’S CORE VALUES:

Fun  We encourage each other and make it fun to grow together (including customers & vendors).

Academia  We are a learning and teaching organization.

Clarity  We value clarity and use written processes & metrics for that purpose.

Time/True  We are on time and true to our word.

Speed  We apply a sense of urgency to be ready and to insure meeting deadlines and goals.

WWW.PIPELINEISOLATION.COM